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DIVERSE GROUP OF SUPPORTERS MINGLE AT “EVENING FOR THE 
EARTH” TO CELEBRATE ARTS, EDUCATION & ENVIRONMENT 
The 6th Annual Evening for the Earth was presented by The Solid Waste Authority of Palm Beach County and 
Standing Ovations, LLC, and sponsored by Florida Power & Light, Southern Waste Systems, Paymaster, Inc., 
Berkowitz & Huff, P.A., and Ronnye Sands on behalf of Shaklee Corporation. 

 
Education, the environment, and the arts are topics that many of us are passionate about in different ways, and 
for different reasons – but they have not always been topics that go hand in hand. That is, until Resource Depot 
joined the Palm Beach County scene. 
 
What is Resource Depot? In short, Resource Depot is a nonprofit center for creative reuse. Resource Depot is a 
place where businesses and individuals can donate high-quality, unwanted materials to be reused for creative 
play and learning by teachers, schools and other non-profits in the local community. A place where kids, and the 
teachers who work with them, can go to learn techniques for creative reuse that positively impact education as 
well as the environment. The items they collect would normally end up in the landfill—but through creative 
reuse are given a second…or even third life! 
 
Each year, Resource Depot holds their silent auction and cocktail event, Evening for the Earth, to benefit their 
mission in the community. It is a fun, arty event, with decorations, entertainment and even some of the auction 
items following their earthy, arty themes. One of this year’s highlights, and most-photographed aspects of the 
event, was the commemorative cake created by pastry chef Stephanie Steliga. Guests marveled over the 
beautiful room with its colorful floating globes, décor arranged by Standing Ovations, LLC, and the view of the 
sunset over the water and city. 
 
Resource Depot’s supporters are by nature a diverse group, and the 6th Annual Evening for the Earth was a 
reflection of this diversity as well. The intimate event was held in the beautiful (and eco-friendly) Lake Pavilion in 
downtown West Palm Beach, and was attended by approximately 125 individuals. Local artists, political figures, 
Resource Depot’s business sponsors and material donors, volunteers, teachers, and other local non-profits were 
among attendees for the evening.  
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“We have this amazing opportunity once a year to bring our diverse group of supporters together for a few 
hours’ celebration of the cause they have in common,” says Board President Diane Hennessy. “One of the most 
touching moments I witnessed at the 2013 Evening for the Earth was The Hug took place upon the chance 
meeting between one of our generous item donors, and the end user, one of our member ‘shoppers’ who has 
been using the specific items that were donated by this woman’s business to enhance her organization’s 
educational programs.” 
 
“Knowing that your organization’s work has had this sort of profound impact on two individuals makes you 
wonder how many such stories are out there that we haven’t heard about…and more importantly, how many 
more can we create?,” continues Diane. Creating these stories, however, requires resources. Time, space, 
materials, people, and of course, money. 
 
The 6th Annual Evening for the Earth raised $12,000 to support Resource Depot’s current programs and new 
initiatives. In the coming year, Resource Depot is looking to expand its capabilities to get reused materials to 
more schools in need with a mobile delivery program, grow its field trip programs to bring arts and 
environmental education to even more students in our community, and recruit even more clean, safe and 
reusable items to benefit our children’s teachers.  
 
There are many ways for the public to get involved and help support Resource Depot’s mission. For more 
information about ways to give, memberships, volunteer opportunities, artist relations, or upcoming events, 
visit www.resourcedepot.net or call (561) 882-0090. 
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